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S A N S K R I T  IN C A R N A T I C  MUSIC: 

THE SONGS OF M U T T U S V A M I  DIK.SITA 

INTRODUCTION: SACRED MUSIC IN TIRUVARUR 

I came to the subject of this study in two ways. As an amateur Carnatic musician 
I have been singing the Sanskrit songs of the 18th century composer MuttusvLmi 
Dik.sita for over 20 years. Since 1977 I have been studying the devotional hymns 
of the Tamil Saivite saints (ndya_nrndr, 6 t h - 9 t h  c. A.D.), songs which are sung to 
this day as part of the ritual complex in Siva temples in Tamil country. The two 
interests - musical and literary, Sanskrit and Tamil, -converge in the present study. 
Looking into the sacred musical and textual traditions surrounding Tiruv~rfir, which 

is the ancient center connected with the lives of the three ndyan_mdr, authors of the 

T(vdram hymns, as well as the home of Muttusv~mi Diksita (and two other 
important composers in Carnatic music) in the 18th century, I began to explore 
connections which I saw between vernacular texts and Diksita's Sanskrit songs. 

In this paper I present some of my initial findings: instances of(a) the immediate 
and general influence of Dravidian vernacular (Tamil and related languages) 

compositional style, and (b) the specific influence of the Tamil Saivite hymns, 
in style and ethos, on Dik.sita's composition. 

TIIE KRTI SONG FORM IN CARNATIC MUSIC 

Dik.sita composed in an art song genre called 'Krti  ', which is the distinctive 

compositional form and focal point of the current concert repertoire of Carnatic 
(South Indian classical) music? The krt i  developed over a period of 300 years 
and reached its definitive form in the late 18th century, an era which is rightly 
known as the "Golden Age" of Carnatic music. This period, roughly between 1750 
and 1835, was a time of great and innovative activity in literature and the fine arts 
in South India; its center was the Kaveri delta region, especially the Tanjore district 
in (presentday) Tamilnadu; here cultural activity was encouraged and patronized by 
the 18th century Maratha rulers, as it had been by the Vijayanagar Nayaks, Cholas 
and Pallavas before them, in an unbroken tradition from the 8th century onwards. 2 

The publication of Vefikat amakhin's Caturdand.?prakd~ik~ in 1660 marked the 
standardization of the South Indian system o f  ragas (modal scales) in the 72- 
melakartd scheme; it also gave examples of the standard compositional forms of 
his time: rdga, dldpa, gita, .thdya and prabandha. ~ Within a century all these forms 
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were superseded in the concert repertoire by the crystallization of the krti and its 
adoption as the song form par excellence. This was primarily the result of the 
prolific and innovative work of the three great 18th century composers known as 

the "trimfirti" (trinity) of Carnatic music, Ty~gar~ja, Muttusvgmi Diksita and 
Syfim~ S~stri, all of whom were born in Tiruv~rfir in the Smarta brahmin 
community. 4 

As defined by the compositions of the "trimfirti", the kr.ti is a tripartite song 
composed in a specific modal scale (rdga) and tdla (a beat cycle of a fixed number 
of counts organized in a particular pattern, repeated throughout the duration of 
the song; 1 tdla cycle = dvarta, dvartana). The 3 parts (anga-s) of the k.rti are: 
pallavi, anupallavi and cara.nam, each part being proportionally longer than the 
previous one (e.g., pallavi = 2 tdla cycles, anupallavi = 3 or 4 tdla cycles, etc.). 
The pallavi is the refrain of the song. The text is usually an expression of praise 
or devotion for one of the gods in the Hindu pantheon, s 

SANSKRIT AND THE DRAVIDIAN VERNACULAR LANGUAGES IN K.RTI 
TEXTS (SAHITYA) 

In theory, the devotional content of the krti leaves it open to composition in at 
least two broadly-defined styles common in South India: the style of the simpler, 
lyrical devotional song called Kizrtana, which is found mainly in the vernacular 
languages, is well suited to group singing of the bhajana type, 6 and represents 

popular, ecstatic bhakti devotionalism; or the style of the more sedate, more formal, 
less emotional and intimate stotra, the non-musical devotional lyric composed in 
Sanskrit, usually in the ~loka or classical kdvya meters. In practice, the vernacular 

was the preferred language of the krti composers in the 18 century, although 
composition in Sanskrit was not unusual in the history of the form, and some 
composers, like Diksita, composed mainly or exclusively in Sanskrit. 7 Of the 
vernaculars, Telugu was most commonly used, for the following reasons: many 
of the pioneers in the krti form were native speakers of Telugu (e.g., Talapp~kkam 
Annam~c~rya, Bhadr~calam R~mad~s: later Ty~gar~ja); these and other composers 
aligned themselves with the vernacular, popular bhakti tradition-as represented in 
the bhajana sampraddya (bhajana tradition, see note 6 above)-in the style, content 
and ethos of their songs; 8 finally, Telugu was the accepted language of culture and 
literature even in the Tamil area, especially because of the influence of the 
Vijayanagar Nayak court. 

Among the three great composers of the mature krti, Muttusvfimi Diksita alone 
composed exclusively in Sanskrit; of the early composers in the form, only one, 
M~rgadar~i Seshayyaflgfir, a Srivaisnava brahmin from the Tamil area, wrote in 
Sanskrit. 9 In order to assess Dik.sita's work we must study him not simply as an 
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author of Sanskrit texts, but as a vdggeyakdra, a composer in the textual tradition 

of Carnatic music; and this essentially means evaluating Diksita as a Sanskrit author 

working in a predominantly South Indian vernacular musical tradition and milieu. 

In this context, who, besides other kr. ti-composers, could have served as models for 

Dik.sita? In fact, our composer could have been influenced by authors in the non- 

musical stotra tradition, composers of Sanskrit texts in musical forms other than 
the krti (kirtana, paddval~, taranga) and the related, yet distinct, tradition of Tamil 

devotional song such as the TYvdram hymns: Souch Indian authors have been 

prolific in all these traditions between the 6th and 18th centuries. I have provided 

the name, date, medium of composition, and, where relevant, type of composition, 

of  important authors in all the above-described traditions, musical and non-musical, 
vernacular and Sanskrit, in the Appendix, I. 

DRAVIDIAN VERNACULAR PROSODIC ELEMENTS IN D]K.SITA'S K .RTI-S 

Examination of the text of a typical k.rti of  Dik.sita ("vatfipiganapatim bhaje'ham", 
Appendix, III, reveals the complex interplay of the above influences, as well as the 

use of Dravidian vernacular prosodic patterns, in his songs. The Sanskrit text of 
"v~t~piganapatim" resembles Sanskrit ~lokas and stotras in several respects: it has 

the vocabulary, tenor and cumulative syntax of the hymn genres; the song is one 
long sentence in which the god's (here Ganapati's) attributes are described and 
praised in compound epithets (e.g., murdri-pramukhddyupdsitam, kardrnbuia-pdga- 
b i/dpgtram) set in parataxis (in this instance, in the accusative case). However, unlike 
the stotra texts, this krti is not a metrical text, though it approximates a "moric" 
metrical pattern of  sixteen moras (mdtrds, syllabic instants) per line, similar to the 
songs in the 12th century Gitagovinda of Jayadeva. 1~ Familiarity with the song as 

it is performed makes it clear that "metrical" scansion of the text is irrelevant, and 

that other features, i.e., the beat (tdla) and the melodic component in conjunction 
with patterns of  alliteration in the text are our guides to the structure of  the "lines" 

of  the song. Analysing "vht~ipiganapatim" in these respects, I present the following 

conclusions: 

(1) Regularity in lines of text is provided by the quantitative equivalence, in 
performance, of one or more cycles (dvartas) of the beat with one melodic line 

(dhdtu, musical or solfa syllables to which the words are sung). Thus in the Adi 

tdla, a beat of 16 rndtrds (syllabic instants) per dvarta, no matter how many mdtrds 
a line of text may have in metrical scansion, the line must be sung for a duration of 

exactly 16 mdtrds in performance, l~ E.g., in "vat~pi", line 1 = 15 mdtrds in textual 
scansion and 16 in performance: 

vdtdpigana ]/pati.m bhaje' ham 
(long = 2 mdtrds; short = 1 mdtra-). 
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Here "vd" is held for 3, instead of 2, instants. Scanning the entire text of this song, 
we find that the average line of text in each cycle of the tdla contains 1 4 -1 6  mdtrds, 
so that very little "adjustment" of this sort is needed. In the text of "Kumbhe~varena" 
(Appendix, VI), the text needs no adjustment at all to fit the 16-mdtrd pattern 
of the tdla. However, the text-lines of many songs are quite irregular, varying in 
syllabic quantity. Thus, in "Vedapurigvaram" (SDKM Vol, XV. 2, p.5), in the 3tii 
tdla, the first four lines of text have 18, 17, 15 and 14 mdtrds respectively. In 
"abhir~rnim" (XV. 5), which is in a six-count tdla called Rfipaka, the first four lines 
have 12 (regular), 10, 15 and 16 mdtrds. Obviously, greater adjustment is needed in 
such lines. 

Both short and long vowels are given the value of 2, 3, 4, 5, or even more matrds 
in singing, and -a t  least till the 20th century-such disposition of mdtrds within the 
text line could be known only by knowing (i.e., by singing or hearing) the song as 

11 
it has been transmitted in the oral tradition. It might appear as though this 
procedure is simply a case of "fitting" the text line to the tdla line in a manner 
similar to Western practice in setting a text to music. The crucial difference, however, 
is that in the oral tradition of South Indian music, Diksita and others originally 

composed their texts to be sung, and expressly to be sung in specific tdla patterns. 
Lastly, it should be noted that the system of measuring, the line by means of the tdla 
unit, in the absence of metrical regularity, is the reverse of the system used in such 
metrical musical compositions as the songs of the Sanskrit G~tagovinda and the 
Tamil T~vdram, where the meter itself acts as the tdla. 

(2) The structural pattern of the musical line in the krti is defined and marked 
out by an elaborate system of sound-correspondences-assonance, consonance, 
alliteration and rhyme. These patterns connect successive tdla cycles and also the 3 
parts of the krti one to the other. 

In "vgt~piga.napatim", the following recurrent features may be observed: 
(a) Correspondence of the initial vowel or consonant of each pair of lines in the 

�9 text (aa, bb, cc etc.): vd/vd; bhgt/vi/vi; (collapsed and doubled in line 5, which is 
in double time); pu/pu; mu/mu; pa/pra; ni/ni; ka/ka and ha/ha (the last two in 
double time). In tempo 1, this "initial rhyme" occurs at the beginning of each tdla 
cycle. 

(b) Agreement of the second consonant between the first lines of the pallavi 
(I) and anupallavi (II) and between alternate lines of the cara.nam (III): vdtd/bhutd/ 
vita; purd/murd/pard/nira/kard/hard. 

(c) End rhyme, primarily between lines:-ha.m/-dam; -n.am/-na.m ;- ta.m/-kam; 
tund. am/khan..dam; -p~ram; -kdra.m; bimbam/-rambam. 

This system of alliteration, or, more properly, rhyme, is alien to classical Sanskrit 
metrical compostiion; the latter, while it uses all kinds of alliteration, avoids regular 
alliterative or rhyme patterns in metrically / rhythmically obvious places, e.g., the 
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beginnings ofpddas or lines. It is also different from that used in non-South Indian 

musical Sanskrit forms, typified by Jayadeva's G[tagovinda, wherein complex and 
varied patterns of alliteration are strikingly present, but end rhyme is the only 

feature occurring in a metrically obvious position. 12 
D]k.sita's patterns are, on the other hand, absolutely in conformity with pan- 

Dravidian vernacular prosodic practice, both in poetry and musical composition, 
from the earliest times onwards. Works on Telugu and Tamil poetics and prosody 
use the following terms to denote the three types of "rhyme" used by Diksita: 
initial rhyme = yati; second-syllable (or consonant) rhyme = prdsa (or dvit[ydk.sara- 
pr$sa), and end rhyme = antyaprasa. 13 Specifically, a comparison of Diksita's 

patterns with those of his fellow-authors of devotional poems (non-musical) and 
songs in Telugu, Tamil and Sanskrit yields the following picture of the use of these 
prosodic features. 

(a) pr~sa, or second-syllable rhyme, is truly pan-Dravidian, and occurs in all 
types of vernacular poetic and musical texts; e.g., the S aivite ndyan__mdr (Tamfl), 
Purafidaradasa (Kanna.da), Tyfigaraja (Telugu). See Appendix. 

(b) yati, or initial rhyme, is a characteristic feature of Tamil poetry from the 
earliest times onward. 14 It plays an important part in the Tamil ~aivite and 
Vai.s.navite hymns (6th-9th c.); it is a standard feature of folksongs, proverbs, and 
all poetic and musical forms in Tamil, Telugu and Malayalam, is and certainly of 
the non-metrical kr. ti-s of composers such as Annam~c~rya and Ty~garfija. See 
Ty~gar~ja's "nannu br6va n[". Appendix, II. 

(c) antyaprdsa is rarely used in South Indian vernacular and Sanskrit words; in 
the latter, it is found in works modelled on Jayadeva's Gitagovinda (e.g., 

N~r~yanatirtha's Krsnalildtarahgim-) and stotras in certain regular moric meters 
such as mdtrdsamaka; (e.g., the Carpa.tapaa/arikd-stotra or M6hamudgara attributed 
to Safikara). See Appendix, p. 3. 

(d) South Indian authors of stotras in Sanskrit, in general, avoid using any of 
these vernacular rhyme-patterns, following the classical Sanskrit ~loka and kdvya 
metrical models instead. 

(e) South Indian composers of musical genres (taranga, pada, k[rtana, kr. ti) in 
Sanskrit prior to Diksita use either or both initial rhyme (yati) and prdsa (second- 
syllable rhyme), but optionally, e.g., Nhr~yanatirtha, Sadh~iva Brahmendra. 

M~rgadar~i Seshayyafighr, a 17th century composer ofkrtis in Sanskrit, is said to 
have used yati and prdsa regularly. 16 P.Sambamoorthi remarks that the 17th 
century author N~r~yanatirtha is the first to use prdsa in a Sanskrit work. 1T It is 
important to note that 1) N~r~yanatirtha composed the Kr. snalildtarahgin[ as a 
musical text; and 2) in different songs in his Taran.ginf he used either the end- 
rhyme patterns of Jayadeva's Gitagovinda (which was the inspiration and model for 
his work), by themselves, or the South Indian vernacular patterns ofyati and prdsa, 
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and, on occasion, both features together, as in Diksita's "vdtdpiganapatim". 
Compare N~r~yanatirtha's "avadhdraya mdm" (Southern features) with his "kalaye 
devam iha sukhakanda .m" (in imitation of the GTtagovinda). See Appendix, IV. 3. 

Clearly, the Dravidian vernacular prosodic features, yati and prdsa, were adopted 

by South Indian composers of musical texts in Sanskrit, since they were considered 

to be musically important, useful or beautiful. Indeed, the "Gopik~gitam" ("Song 

of the Gopis") is one of the rare instances in the Bhagavata purdna (a 10th or 1 l th 

c. Sanskrit text written, on the whole, in the traditional Sanskrit style) where we 

see the use ofyati and prdsa in the vernacular manner (along with end-rhyme). 

(Appendix, IV. 4). M. Krishnamachariyar cites this as an early example of "Gitak~vya" 

in his History of Classical Sanskrit literature, is and the 19th century Sanskrit 

composer Svfiti Tirun_~l cites it as an authoritative model for the use ofyati and 
prdsa in Sanskrit krti composition. 19 No authorization was needed for their use in 

vernacular krti composition, since it was standard practice there. 

Thus, in usingyati and prdsa in a consistent manner in his Sanskrit krtis, 
Muttusv~ni Diksita was aligning himself with authors of musical genres rather than 
with authors of stotras, however much his krtis resemble the latter works in style 

and ethos. There is reason to believe that this was out of necessity, not choice. In 

Dravidian vernacular poetic texts, initial rhyme occurs at the beginning of and within 
the line of  poetry, while second-consonant or -syllable rhyme is placed only at the 
beginning of the line of poetry, i.e., yati is a line-internal rhyme-pattern, while 

prdsa is line-external. Looking at the rhyme pattern in "v~t~piga.napati0a" we 
observe that the occurrence ofyati and prdsa defines or demarcates the structure of  

the text-melodic line as covering two tdla-cycles (dvartas); hence the occurence of 
prdsa only at the beginning of alternate dvartas. Our definition of the musical line 
is confirmed by: (i) the structural expectations of the melodic component of the 
song; (it) the fact that initial rhyme is internal, and second-syllable rhyme external, 
to the line in Tamil and Telugu poetry; and (iii) the oral transmission and 

performance tradition of the Tamil S aivite hymns in Siva temples in Tamil country; 

while these hymns are metrical compositions, their melodic and rhythmic structural 

patterns are recognized and memorized by the singers with reference to yati and 

prdsa patterns. ~~ In the Tdvdram songs, yati occurs precisely at the yati or caesura 
in the melodic line which, in this case, coincides with the metrical text-line. See the 
example given in page 3 of the Appendix. Where meter is abandoned, as in the krtis 
of the Sanskrit and Telugu composers in Carnatic music (and unlike N~r~ya.natirtha, 
or the Tamil Saivite saints), the structural pattern of the musical line replaces the 
pattern of the metrical line, and the krti composers use the rhyme-techniques of 
Dravidian poetry to define this melodic line, instead of a non-existent "line of text" 
or "poetic unit". 
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE TAM1L SA1VITE HYMNS ON DIKSITA'S SONGS 

Dik.sita's literary-poetic syncretism must be placed in the context of the cultural 
synthesis we find in the composer's life and religious style. 21 Born in TiruvS_rfir and 
brought up in the South Indian Smarta brahmin tradition, Dik.sita travelled to 
Benares, studied Sanskrit, the Vedas the North Indian classical music. He was initiated 

into the esoteric Srividyd tantra. His songs are replete with Vedic and Tantric 
vocabulary, imagery and forms, and well express the pan-Hindu "Sanskritic" ethos: 
compare the texts of "v~tgpiga.napatim" and "kumbhegvarena ''22 (Appendix, 

IIl and VI) with the Telugu text and translation of Tyfigar~ja's "nannu br6va ni" 
(Appendix, I I )Y the latter exhibiting all the personal, emotional, informal 

attitudes of popular bhakti poetry. Here is a selection of phrases from Diksita's 
songs, illustrating their "stotra", nirgu.na-bhakti and tantric vocabulary and imagery: 

(1) Sloka or stotra syntax and style: vdtdpiga.napatirn bhaje "ham; kurnbhegvarena 
sam. rak.sito 'ham "I am protected by Kumbhelvara", Sri subrahrnanydya narnaste 
"Honour to Sri Subrahmanya", are typical first lines of his songs, indicative of the 
syntax of the entire song. 

(2) Vedfinta, mantra, Tantra features: pra.nava- svar@a . . . .  trikona-rnadhyagata .rn 
("the primal syllable in essence", "in the midst of the [mystic] triangle";) 
rnfdddhdraksetrasthitam "dwelling in the field of the rngdddhdra-cakra", "parddi- 
catvdri-vdgdtmakarn . . . .  consisting of the 4 types of speech beginning with Par~" 
in "vfitfipiga.napatin3", and "sarvd~d-parip~raka-cakra-svdminim "mistress of the 
cakra of the fulfilment of all hopes" in "Kamal~mb~n.a bhajare" (one of a series of 
II krtis on the Goddess in her manifestation as Kamalfimbh in Tiruv~rfir), 2s all 
reflect Tantric thought, in general, but also refer to specific ideas in the Srividyd 
tantra, sacciddnandamdtram "him who is Being, Consciousness and Bliss" (in 
"Safikaram abhirfimi-"), and nirvi~esa-caitanya-~pini "who is of the form of 
distinctionless consciousness" (in "Kamalfimb~m bhajare") illustrate the advaita 
veddnta aspect of Smarta doctrine. 

At the same time, certain aspects of the theme and content of Diksita's krtis 
distinguish these works both from the krtis of his peers in Carnatic music, and from 
the Stotra tradition in which they otherwise fit so well. 

In his songs, Dik.sita describes or addresses the deity of his choice (Siva, Devi, 
Subrahmanya, Ganega-Dik.sita composed krtis about practically every major deity 
in the Hindu pantheon, unlike Ty~garfija, who wrote almost exclusively about Rfima, 

or Sy~mfi g~stri, whose krtis are addressed to the Goddess) in very specific phrases 
or epithets related to peculiarly South Indian inconographic forms connected with 
specific temples in South India (mainly Chola temples in Tanjore district), and with 
the local lore and mythology surrounding these temples. All the features of a 
sthalapurd.na: origin-legend, the name and form of the deity and his/her consort, 
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the peculiarities of the icon, local phenomena such as tirthas and festivals, legends 
of local devotees and saints; these form the topics of the krtis and are interwoven 
with the more generalized phrases drawn from the vocabulary of pan-Indian stotra 
literature. In these features we see the direct influence (on Dik.sita) of the TYvdram 
hymns of the Tamil Saivite saints and their temple-oriented and intensely localized 
devotion. 26 This is not surprising, because, as mentioned at the beginning of this 
study, Tiruvfirfir was not only the 18th century center of Carnatic music, but also 
the ancient center of Tamil Saivism. According to accounts of Dik.sita's life, the 
composer was deeply attached to the sacred musical and ritual traditions of Tiruvfirfir 
temple (he composed a very large number of krtis addressed to every one of the 
deities in this enomous complex of shrines, "v~t~piganapatim" being one such 
song), and actively took part in the musical activity connected with the templeY 
A central part of this musical activity is the singing, during the 6 pftjd rituals, 
of the hymns of the Tamil Saivite saints by 6tuvdrs (temple singers of the 
T(vdrarn ). 

We have already observed that Diksita regularly makes use of vernacular prosodic 
techniques whose crucial musical function is well illustrated in the performance 
tradition of the T~vdram. In his rhyme-techniques, Dik.sita may simply have been 
following the practice of his peers in Carnatic composition. However, it is clear that 
in many respects he was directly influenced by the style of the T~vdram, for, among 
the Carnatic composers Diksita alone makes use of elaborate rhythmic patterns or 
ornaments, called the gopucchd and srotovahdyatis; these yatis are characteristic of 
the T~vdram singing style, and are held to be an archaic technique preserved only 
in the Tamil Saivite hymn tradition. Compare Dik.sita's srotovahdyati in 
"Ty~garfijayogavaibhavam" (p. 4) 28 and Campantar's example (in the hymn 
"to.n.taraficu kal.i_ru", Appendix, V). 

Abundant testimony for the influence of the ethos of the ndyanrndr's hymna on 
Dik.sita's songs is provided by the emphasis I spoke of above, on place, particular 
mftrti and local myth. Again, accounts of Diksita's life give us the information that 
the composer actually went on pilgrimage to all the shrines of the gods he sang of; 29 
the other Carnatic composers were not inveterate pilgrims of Dik.sita's sort, nor did 
they sing of particular shrines. The ndyan_mdr, on the other hand were, above all, 
just such pilgrims, and sang in their hymns about the gods and shrines of the 260 
temples they visited in Tamii country, a~ As can be expected, Tiruvfirfir and other 
Chola shrines form the subject of the bulk of the T~vdram songs, and these very 
temples and gods form Diksita's subjects. Compare "kum. bhegvare.na" (Appendix, 
VI) and the following excerpts from Diksita's krtis with some from the T~vdrarn. 

(1) hrisundarardjam bhaje 'ham. . .  somdskandavimdnastham . . . 
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n~puragahgdtirthaprabhdvam . . . jdracora~ikhdmanim 31 

"I sing of Sundarar~ja...  who dwells in the temple with the vimdna 

called Som~skanda;. . .  who is the glory of  the t~rtha called 
"Nfipuragafig~";... who is Lord of rogues and robbers". 

Sundarardja is the Sanskrit translation for the Tamil Al_akar. which is the name given 
to Visnu in this temple near Madurai. Al_akar is locally known as Kal.l.a[akar, chief 
of tile local bandit tribes. 

(2) In "~dhipurigvara .m sad~ bhaje 'ham": nandipfijita-svayambhu-lihgam "the 
self-born lihga worshipped by Nandi" and ndga-kavaca-dhara-saikata-lingam "the 

Iinga constituted of sand/earth, covered by a ndga (snake) sheath". Such precise 

descriptions of the type of linga or icon are typical of these krti texts: see the 
iconographic description of the Ga.nega of V~t~pi (distinguished from the 15 other 
major types and several other specific icons of Gane~a on whom Diksita has 
composed songs) in "vdtdpiga.napatim" (Appendix). In "sad~cale~varam. bh~vaye 
'ham", 3a for instance, Diksita speaks of a specific (and legendary) feature of 

the temple: chdyd-rahita-dfpa-prakd~a-garbhagr, ha-madhya-rahgam "whose 
arena is the centre of the garbhagr, ha lit by the brilliance of a shadowless 

lamp". 
Compare: Campantar, TYvdram I. 75.2. 
He shares his self with his lady; / on his red locks he wears the moon and 

snake;/melodiously he sings the modes, and dances. / The beggar-god, my Lord, 
ever displays his gracious will. / He loves Vefikuru's temple / now descended to 
earth, / having once risen even higher and touched heaven, ] as it floated on the 
Ocean's cosmic flood / which covered Earth and reached the sky; / and here he 
abides. 

Appar, TYvdram IV. 61.4. 

O heart, if you seek a good end, go worship / at holy Ir~m~ccuram, / be saved / 
at the temple built with love / by beautiful M~I with the mighty discus / when 
he had killed the evil demon / with shoulders like hills. 

Once more we see Diksita's syncretism at work: Even as he chose the Sanskrit 
language for composition in a predominantly vernacular musical tradition, even as 
he blended stylistic features of stotra literature and vernacular prosody, even as he 
eclectically used the techniques of both Hindustani and Carnatic music, 3s so in 
his songs he brought together aspects of the ethos of early Tamil devotional poetry 
and Sanskrit stotra literature. 
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APPENDIX 

Early kr. ti composers (15th-  17th c.) 
Telugu: Annana. ficfirya (15th c.), Bhadrficalam Rfimadfis (17th c.). 
Kannada: Purandaradfisa (15th c.). 
Sanskrit: Mfirgadar~i S esayyangar (17th c.). 

Eminent composers in the mature krti form (18 t h -  19th c.). 
Telugu: Tyfigarfija, Syfimfi Sfistri. 
Sanskrit: Muttusvfimi Dik.sita. 
(The above three composers are known as the "safigita-trimfirti") ("Musical 
trinity") of the Carnatic tradition.) 
Mahfirfijfi Svfiti Tirunfil. (19th c.), influenced by Diksita. 

Eminent South Indian composers o f  other musieal forms in Sanskrit (15th - 17th c.) 

Nfirfiyan. atirtha (17th c.): taranga, paddvali, in the Kr.snalitarahgin L 
Sad~a~iva Brahmendra (18th? c.): advaita-kirtana. 

South Indian authors o f  Sanskrit stotras (9th - 17th e.). 
Safikara, Bilvamangala and Kula~ekhara (1 l t h -  12th c.), Nfirfiyana Bhat.ta 
(16th c.), Jagann~tha (16th c.), Appayya and Nilaka.n.tha Dik.sita (17th c.). 

The Tamil Saivite devotional song tradition (7th - 18th c.) 

The three Nfiya_nmfir saints (Appar, Campantar and Cuntaramtirtti), authors of 
the TYvdram hymns (6 th -8 th  c.); Mfi.nikkavficakar, author of the Tiruvdeakam 
(9th c.); Aru.nakirinfitar (Arunagirinfitha), author of the Tiruppukal_ (15th c.). 
Pattin attfir (16th c.) and Tfiyumfinavar (17th c,). 

II 

.4di Tdla: A beat cycle of 8 counts, divided into 3 units as follows: 
4 2 2 

Hand gestures: beat + II beat, I beat, I 
3 counts Ilwave [ wave i 

In traditional notation this is symbolically represented 
as: 1 (4) 0 (2) 0 (2) 

Tetugu text o f  the krti "nannu brova nP' 
rdga: Abh~)gi tala: Adi Composer: Tyfigarfija 
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(I) Pallavi 

. . .  N A n  n u brova II ni ~cinta tdma- 
samd) NApai n~ra II me lmi balku- 

ma.. .  

(II) AnupaUavi 

� 9  CI n n a nade 11 ni  I celimi galuga 
K6ri) Clntimpa II lgdd I gr[rd- 
md (nannu br6va) 

(III) Caranam 

� 9  NI j a ddsa [Ivaru- II laku tammu- 
lat6)Nlvu bdga II bultt.aga l~- 
dd) GAj a rd/a II ra [ k.saka tanayu- 
lanu KAnipeaca II lYdd I tydgard]a- 
nuta. (nannu br6va) 

Translation of"nannu br6va n[" 
(I) Why do you delay so long in saving me ? Tell me what my fault is. 

(II) Intensely desiring a relationship with you, have I not meditated on you since 

childhood itself, 0 R~ma? 
(III) Were you not born with brothers who are also the best among your true 

devotees? 0 savior of  the King of  elephants, have you not begotten and brought up 

sons o f  your own, 0 Rhma whom Ty~igar~]ja adores? 

III 

CAPITAL, roman ( a - j )  = yati, initial rhyme (alliteration). 

roman and spaced (x,y) = dvitfydksaraprdsa (x), pr~sa (y) 
2nd consonant or syllable rhyme 

roman = antya-prdsa, end-rhyme, final alliteration. 
Adi Tdla: 8 counts,; 16 mdtrds; 2 mdtrds [ = 2 solfa syllables (svara) at tempo 1 

(prathama-kdla], 4 at tempo 2 (madhyama-kdla)] per count. 

Sanskrit text of"vdtdpiga.napatim" 
rdga: Ham sadhvani tdla: Adi Composer: Muttusv~mi D~ksita 
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(I) Pallavi 

x 1 (4) 0 (2) 0 (2) 
1 a V~, t ~ pigana- U patim bha- Ije 'ham 
2 a VA randsyam II varapra- I da.m gri (v~t~pi- 

(II) Anupallavi 

x 

3 b BH0 t ~ disaoa " II sevita- I caranam 
4 b BHI] t a bhautika- II prapa~ca- I bharanam. 
5 c VI t a rdgio.am. Vlnatayoginam. II VI~vak~ranam I Vlghnav~ranam 
(tempo 2) (v~t~pi-) 

(III) Caran. am 

Y 
6 d PU r ~ kumbhasam- II bhavamuni- I varapra- 
7 d PlSjitam triko- II .nama- I dhyagatam 
8 e MU r ~ ripramu- II khddyupd- I sitam. 
9 e M~Slddhdra- II ks.etra- I sthitam. 
10 f P A r  ~dicatvd- II rivdgdt- I makalp 
11 f PRAnavasvarupa- II vakra- I tund.a.m 
12 g Nlrantaranit.i- II lacandra- I khand.am 
13 g Nllavdmakardr- II piteks.u I d_a.ndam 
14 hh KA r ~ mbujapd~abijdpfiram II KAlusavidfiram. I bhdtdkdram. 

(tempo 2) 
15 ii HA r ~diguruguhatos.itabim. baoa. II HA.msadhvanibhfi- l sitaheram, bam 
(tempo 2) (v~t~pi-) 

Analysis of line one according to mdtrds per line: 

3 2 1 1 1 II 1 2 1 I 2 2 
v~ t~ pi ga .na II pa tirn. bha l  je' harp, = 16mdtrds 

8 mdtrds 8 mdtrds 

Translation of"vdtdpiga.napatim'" 
(I) I sing the elephant-faced Lord Ga.napati of  V~tfipi, giver of  boons. 
(II) I sing him whose feet are adored by the goblin-hosts, who sustains the entire 

physical universe, the renouncer to whom yogis bow, the cause of  the universe, 
remover of  obstacles. 
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(III) (I sing) him who was worshipped by the pot-born sage (Agastya), him who 
is at the center of the mystic Triangle, him who dwells in the field of the M~lddhdra- 
cakra, and is worshipped by Vi.snu and all the gods; him who consists of the four 
types of speech, beginning with Pard; the one whose curved trunk is the pra.nava 
("Om", the primal syllable) in essence; him who bears the moon on his forehead, 
holds sugarcane in his left hand, and bears the noose and the bijdpftra fruit in his 
other hands; him who is free of impurity, goblin-formed, praised by Siva and Guha 
(K~rttikeya, and "Guruguha", the composer himself), Heramba who delights in the 
rdga Ha .msadhvani. 

IV 

(1) Tamil Saivite hymn from the Tdvdram ( 6 t h - 7 t h  c.) 
Campantar, T~vffram 1.80.1 

a KA _r r ~ hkeriy6mpik KAliyaivdrdm~ 
b Ce_ r_ r_ ~ rvdl tillaic Ci r r ampala m~ya 
c MU r r ~ ventinkan MUtalvan_ patame 
d P A r  _r ~ nin___r~raip PA ~ _r ~ p~vam~ 

(2) Sanskrit sto tra with rhyme: Safikara, Mohamudgara. 

bhagavadgit~ kimcid adhit~ 
gahgd/alalavakanik6 pt ta 
sakrdapi yena murdrisamarca 
kriyate tasya yamena na carc~ 

M~trhsamaka meter; End-rhyme. 

(3) South Indian musical composition in Sanskrit 
N~rhyaoatirtha, K rsnaffldtarahgini ( 17 th c.) 

(a) from "avadh~raya m~n i~varam". 

a AGAmantaikamdnakam Ananyabhdvam 
a AGAnitalokandyakam. 
bb VIGAlitamoham ekam ekam Vlmalayogitdrakam 
cc GAGAndkdram anekarn. GAtdgataniv~rakam 

yati, prdsa and end-rhyme. 
(b) from "kalaye devam iha sukhakandarn. ". 
ihaparabhogam amarapadavim api yadadhigame na bha]ante 
visam iva dhiradhiyo'maram.rgyaparaikasukhe viharante 

End-rhyme. 
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Compare with Jayadeva, Gitagovinda (12th c., Eastern India). From "viharati 
haririha". 

nindati caadanam indukiranam anuvindati khedam adhiram 
vydlaniIayamilanena garalam ira kalayati malayasamiram 

Asymmetrical internal alliteration and end-rhyme. 
(4) Bhagavata Purdna (10th c. Sanskrit text of Southern provenance). 
Bhdgavata X. 31.1. (Gopikdg[tam, "The Song of the herdswomen"). 

aa J A y  a t i te'dhikam JAnmandvra]ah. 
bb SRA y a t a indird SA~vadatrahi 
cc D A y  i t a Dr@atdm Diksu tdvakds 
dd TVA y i Dhr. tdsavas TV,/~rn vieinvate 

yati and prdsa; no end-rhyme. 

V. SROTOVAHA YATI 

A figure in which the line is expanded "backwards". 

(1) Campantar, T~vdram (Tamil Saivite hymn) II. 250.1 : 
"to.n.taraficu.." 
- ni/amottatarufi k~tfiram~ 
- cunainilamot.t.alarufi k~tfiram~ 
- kehtai p@ac cu_nainilamo.t.talarufi k6tfiram6 
-vanq~kent.ai pfiyac cu_nainilamo.t.tatarufl k~tfiram~ 

- mdn_kan_ru tul.l.a varikke.n.tai pfiyac cunainilamo.t.talarufl k~tfiram~ 

vant.u pdta mayildla mfinkanru tul.l.a varik 
ken.tai pfiyac cu_nainilamo.t.talarufi k~tfiram~ 

(2) From Dik.sita's "tyfigarfijayogavaibhavam", 

rdga: ~mandabhairavi. 
- gain; -prakdsfi m.; - svar~paprakfigam; - tattvasvarfipaprakfigam.; 

- sakalatattvasvarfipaprakfigam.; 
- ~iva~aktyddisakalatattvasvarfipaprakfigam 

(Elements added in each repetition of the line are underlined above). 

VI 

Sanskrit Text and Translation of  Muttusvami Dik.sita's "kum. bhe~varen, a 
sa .mrak.sito'ham " 

rdga: Kalyfi.ni tdla: Adi 
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(I) Pallavi 

kumbhegvare.na samrak.sito'ham 
kumbhaj~dimunipfijitavarena 

(II) Samas.ticaranam 

kumbham~samakh~mahotsavena 
kfimako.tipi.thayatinutena 
ibhavadanaguruguh~nandena 
indudharamar~ gal~ .mbAyutena (kumbhegvare .ha) 

(I) I am protected by the great Lord Kumbhegvara (one of the m~rtis of Siva 
in the temple at Kumbhakonam) who is worshipped by sages such as the pot- 
(kurnbha-) born Agastya; (II) . .  by the Lord whose Makh~maha festival takes place 
(every 12 years) in the month of Ku .mbha (Tamil Mfici), by him who is worshipped 
by the ascetic (Safikar~c~rya) of the Kfimako.ti Pi.tha (in Kfificipuram), by him who 
delights the elephant-faced Ganega and Guha-the -Preceptor (or "Guruguha", the 
composer himself), by him who, bearing the moon, is accompanied by his consort 
(in Kumbhakonam), the goddess Mafigal~mb& 
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